Changing 0/0 orientation point

Brochure setup

¼ margins all around, 3 columns, autoflow

Autoflow on / Column Guides

Lines (Shift for true degrees)
Colors (Pantone –Coated – Uncoated) RGB or CMYK

Place (text or images - don’t have an item selected)
Framing (Select both objects) (Element -- Frame)

Text wrap
  Wrap options
  Text flow

Stand off area (adding points)
Arrange / Layers

Column Guides / Autoflow
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textbox</th>
<th>Overflowing Textbox</th>
<th>Linked Textbox Autoflow Off</th>
<th>Linked Textbox Autoflow On</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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